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Interview conducted on July 10, 19, 20, and 26, 2005 in Tulchin on by S. A. Egorova, Yu. A. Miagkova,  M. 
Treskunov, A. Sokolova, M. Khakkarainen  
Language: Russian, Yiddish 
 
Iurkovskii (Iurkovetskii), Nisson Ovshievich, born in 1917 or 1919 in Tulchin. (In the first transcript the 
subject’s last name is given as Iurkovskii; in the second, third and fourth transcripts the subject is 
referred to as Iurkovetskii, Nisson Ovshievich). 
 
He spent his entire life in Tulchin. Early under the Soviet authorities there were still Jewish schools, but 
later they were liquidated. Jews and Russians used to live well together. There was a kosher butcher by 
name of Moishe Shekhet, but he later left for Vinnitsa. They celebrated Jewish holidays. They used 
separate dishes for Passover. Jews did not work on Saturday. They went to mikvah. Jewish homes had 
mezuzas on doorways. After funeral Jews sat shivah for seven days. They covered the mirror with white 
cloth. Families used to stroll on the street in the evening from 7 to 11. Children were named after 
deceased relatives. His elder son’s name is Shurik (named after his father). He left for Israel, and then 
America. Two of his sons now live in America. 
 
His grandfather was a tailor. His father was a barber. His father Shikel and mother, her sister and entire 
family were killed in a pogrom conducted by Liakhovich gang.  The slaughter was stopped by a 
clergyman Borduchan. The interviewee was wounded as his mother held him in her arms. That day three 
hundred Jews had been killed. The gang broke his father’s barber shop mirrors and stole his 
instruments. The subject was a small child at the time and was taken in for about five years by a Polish 
clergyman Paskevich. His two older brothers (also barbers) and grandmother also survived the pogrom. 
When he turned six, he was taken to a Tulchin orphanage. Later he lived with his grandmother. 
He studied at a Ukrainian school.  He later worked as a driver. He drove a bus for more than 20 years, 
and then 15 years driving a taxi. There were about 40 Jewish taxi drivers. He spoke Yiddish among Jews. 
 
About 17,000 Jews used to live in Tulchin. The poorest Jews lived in Kapsonivka district. There was a 
place called “birzha” where people exchanged currency. There were about 10 synagogues in Tulchin 
including the oldest Great Central synagogue. The synagogue was three stories high. Each trade had its 
own synagogue. The great synagogue was torn down when the military needed bricks. Now there are 
about 200 Jews left in Tulchin – 35-40 families. 
 
Before the war there was a Jewish doctor’s assistant Staroselskii, Pinia. There was another doctor 
Morzhetskii, who organized the removal of Jews to Pechora camp. When the Romanians came, another 
organizer of the removal of Jews to Pechora was a Russian doctor Beletskii. Eight thousand Jews were 
sent to Pechora. After the war he was tried and sentenced to twenty years in jail. Stoyanov became chief 
of police when the Romanians came in.  There is a monument in Tulchin to those who perished in the 
war; it lists many Jews. He was at Pechora camp.  He also worked at the Shpola camp loading rocks and 
escaped from there. He was later in Bershad and then returned to Tulchin after the war. 
 
He was mobilized into the army in 1939 towards Poland. His troops crossed the Polish border. There was 
a synagogue in Peremichi, Ukraine where Jews gathered to pray. Part of the town was taken by 
Germans. He saw Germans force around 50 Jews into the town church, set it on fire and burn it to the 
ground. He later fought in Finland. In 1941 he was mobilized into Odessa military school. 
During the war he was all over Europe – in Berlin, Prague, Dresden, Warsaw, Sofia, Bucharest, Vienna. 
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